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MAISON&OBJET PARIS and WF CENTRAL   

to Host the First-ever ‘M&O Design Pavilion at WF CENTRAL’  

in Beijing on 16th September  
  

 

Paris, 7th September 2018 – Today marks the grand official opening of the biannual 

MAISON&OBJET PARIS (M&O) design fair in Paris, France. As a high-profile event organiser 

connecting international interior designers and leaders from the lifestyle community, the exhibition 

showcases leading trends and design brands from all over the world, covering home decoration and 

interior design to architecture, lifestyle and fashion accessories. 

 

The opening day was also notable for the joint announcement made by M&O and WF CENTRAL, 

confirming that both parties will collaborate to host the first-ever ‘M&O Design Pavilion at WF 

CENTRAL’, in Beijing, from 16th September to 18th November, providing Chinese consumers with 

the ultimate opportunity to connect with international interior design and lifestyle trends.  

 

The special exhibition, which marks the initial entry of M&O to the China consumer market, will 

follow the theme LOVE DESIGN and feature over 30 selected brands and six M&O Designers of the 

Year. The collaborative relationship between WF CENTRAL and M&O, fostering a spirit of 

engagement, sharing and co-creation, will build a bridge of cultural exchange between Beijing and 

Paris, two world’s leading capitals of lifestyle trends. The unique global perspective embraced by 

WF CENTRAL has played an important role in the realisation of this creative partnership and it is 

anticipated that the scale of this unique exhibition will create ample opportunities for artistic 

exchange on a world-wide scale.  

 

Philippe Brocart, Managing Director of SAFI, the parent organisation of M&O, remarked: “The 

‘M&O Design Pavilion at WF CENTRAL’, marks a new chapter in the history of our company. We 

are delighted to feature our world class products, from across home décor, interior design, architecture, 

lifestyle culture and trends in China for the very first time. We are providing opportunities for the 

Chinese public to view design portfolios of designers who have never featured in the country before 

and we welcome the chance to interact with one of the world’s largest and most dynamic markets.” 

 

Raymond Chow, Chairman of Wangfu Central Real Estate Development Company Limited and 

Executive Director of Hongkong Land, commented: “We are very pleased to partner with M&O to 

host the 'M&O Design Pavilion at WF CENTRAL', as we always strive to pursue excellence and 

encourage innovation to provide unparalleled experiences for our customers.  By bringing in M&O, 

we reinforce WF CENTRAL's commitment to deliver an exciting line-up of exclusive world-class 
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art and cultural programmes, providing visitors with a rich assortment of lifestyle offerings. WF 

CENTRAL is dedicated to curating highly prestigious artistic collaborations with renowned 

international organisations.” 

 

Unlike the trade fair model, the forthcoming exhibition will leverage WF CENTRAL’s digital 

initiative CODELAB to provide consumers the convenience to directly purchase products at the 

‘M&O Design Pavilion at WF CENTRAL’. This innovative retail experience, where offline meets 

online, will deliver more personalised transactions, greater convenience and a premium level of 

service. WF CENTRAL is dedicated to creating a community which revolves around the collection 

of art, the celebration of culture creativity and the embrace of experiential lifestyles. 

 

-end- 

 

 

M&O and WF CENTRAL jointly announced 

that they will collaborate to host the first-ever 

‘M&O Design Pavilion at WF CENTRAL’ in 

Beijing from 16th September to 18th 

November.  

 

Shirley Lam, General Manager, China 

Commercial Property, Hongkong Land, 

attended to the opening event. 

 

Visitors to this special exhibition will be 

guided through a remarkable archway, 

towering above the pathway, which takes its 

design inspiration from Chinese and Western 

influences and transports them to the new 

world of the ‘M&O Design Pavilion at WF 

CENTRAL’. 
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‘M&O Design Pavilion at WF CENTRAL’ 

will feature over 30 selected brands and six 

M&O Designers of the Year. 

 

Kong is a representative work of Italian well-

known designer Stefano Giovannoni, which 

find inspirations from King Kong, a movie in 

1933. During the exhibition period, a five- 

meter tall mascot modelled on Kong, will be 

displayed at Wangfujing street and become a 

new landmark in Beijing.  

 

WF CENTRAL sets a new benchmark in 

Beijing for retail and lifestyle, through its 

FIVE core categories.  Each category offers 

entirely new experiences to Beijing 

consumers, namely: Luxury; Fashion; World-

class Gastronomy; Lifestyle & Wellness; and 

Art & Culture.   
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 With an exciting and diverse mix of over 130 

tenants, including 20 brands debuting in either 

Beijing or China, WF CENTRAL breathes 

new life into Wangfujing and brings 

excitement, insight and inspiration to the 

City’s modern life. 

 

 

M&O Paris Trend Forum 
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M&O Paris Exhibition Area - 1 

 

M&O Paris Exhibition Area - 2 

 

WF CENTRAL 

  

WF CENTRAL is Hongkong Land’s leading premium lifestyle retail centre in China at the 

commercial and political heart of the capital city, with the design and scale to both respect and 

revitalise the historic fabric of the Wangfujing area. Occupying a prime site of approximately 27,000 

sq. m. on Wangfujing Street in Dongcheng District, Beijing, WF CENTRAL is bringing the 

community a total of 150,000 sq. m. gross floor area – including a 73-room hotel Mandarin Oriental 

Wangfujing, Beijing. The property offers 43,000 sq. m. of retail space.  
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Bringing together an unparalleled range of Luxury, Fashion, World-class Gastronomy, Lifestyle & 

Wellness, and Art & Culture experiences, WF CENTRAL is set to offer an authentically-new Beijing 

lifestyle experience by providing the opportunity to find inspiration, enjoy culture and be part of a 

new global perspective.  

 

Located on the prosperous Wangfujing Street, WF CENTRAL is only a stone’s throw away from the 

Forbidden City and the Central Business District of Beijing. It will provide 660 carpark spaces and 

is well served by the capital’s public transportation and metro networks. 

 

Hongkong Land  
 

Hongkong Land is a leading property investment, management and development group.  Founded in 

1889, Hongkong Land’s business is built on excellence, integrity and partnership.  

 

The Group owns and manages more than 850,000 sq. m. of prime office and luxury retail property in 

key Asian cities, principally in Hong Kong, Singapore and Beijing.  Its properties attract the world’s 

foremost companies and luxury brands.   

 

The Group’s Central Hong Kong portfolio represents some 450,000 sq. m. of prime property.  It has 

a further 165,000 sq. m. of prestigious office space in Singapore mainly held through joint ventures, 

a luxury retail centre at Wangfujing in Beijing, and a 50% interest in a leading office complex in 

Central Jakarta.  The Group also has a number of high quality residential, commercial and mixed-use 

projects under development in cities across Greater China and Southeast Asia.  In Singapore, its 

subsidiary, MCL Land, is a well-established residential developer. 

 

Hongkong Land Holdings Limited is incorporated in Bermuda and has a standard listing on the 

London Stock Exchange, with secondary listings in Bermuda and Singapore.  The Group’s assets and 

investments are managed from Hong Kong by Hongkong Land Limited.  Hongkong Land is a 

member of the Jardine Matheson Group. 

 

MAISON&OBJET 

 

Since 1995, MAISON&OBJET has been the world’s foremost event for professionals of the lifestyle, 

interior and design industries. Every edition brings together some 3,000 brands and more than 85,000 

unique visitors - of which 50% hail from outside France. Promoting new contacts and emerging 

talents, MAISON&OBJET presents, twice a year, the latest sources of inspiration by shedding insight 

into current and future trends. As a result, the event has become an effective catalyst for brand 
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development and business growth. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For further information, please contact: 

 

Hongkong Land   

Jennifer Lam   +852 2842 8222 jennifer.lam@hkland.com 

Shelly Chan +852 2842 8041 shelly.chan@hkland.com 

Ellie Feng +86 10 6520 4992 ellie.feng@hkland.com 

 

Ruder Finn   

Sabrina Liu +86 10 6462 7321- 615 sabrina.liu@rfcomms.com 

Qian Wang +86 10 6462 7321- 661 qian.wang@rfcomms.com 

 

MAISON&OBJET   

Official Representative, Asia,    

Regina Chan +65 8186 1293 regina.chan@safisalons.com 
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